
Our company is looking for a currency. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for currency

Work independently with Western Union to trace wires not received by the
beneficiary and confirm that the funds are resent or returned back to the
University
Audit, enter and approve all (campus wide) small purchase and purchase
order adjustment vouchers (credit memorandums) in the Financial System
Research and deposit refund checks received, into the correct project ID and
account code, within 24 hours
Research unusual vendor payment activity and recover duplicate payments
Assist the Purchasing Department with entering, updating and closing
vouchers paid by credit cards
Audit and approve for payment small purchase vouchers and purchase order
invoices during peak processing periods
Special projects as assigned by the Assistant Controller or Invoice Processing
Manager
Provide quality leadership and direction to employees in a centralized
environment
Responsible for Business Planning
Leads, executes and escalates service quality initiatives to provide consistent
service within established SLA/KPI

Qualifications for currency

You have completed a Masters in Econometrics, Mathematics or Engineering
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writing and quantitative & qualitative research capabilities required at this
academic level
You possess technical knowledge regarding both data analysis and task
analysis and thus add value to both analytical and less analytical minded
stakeholders
You have experience with compressing complex data into usable
management reports and are able to advise stakeholders based on this
information
You are an ambitious multidisciplinary team player who has an eye for detail
and who likes to deliver quality
You have accumulated extensive knowledge in the fields of Biometrics and
Crypto Currency and Value Chains
You have experience in modelling in Excel and statistical software packages
as SPSS, R, SAS and/or others


